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INTRODUCTION

World Inspirational Network Television, (WIN TV) welcomes Channel Owners to our global streaming

platform.  As a channel owner, you are joining the greatest assembly of faith and family friendly content

available under a single umbrella.  This global streaming network is designed to reach around the world

on multiple digital devices into a single app; much like ROKU.  With proprietary server farms connected

throughout strategic worldwide locations, we provide stabilizing redundancy, protect live streams in the

event of power failure and are completely autonomous of big tech; therefore cancel culture free.

WIN TV is nonprofit and donor supported, allowing for free content viewing.   Additionally, there is a

membership component.   Memberships will unlock special features such as sneak peeks, discounts on

pay-per-view, and swag.

NETWORK CONTENT

WIN TV’s primary priorities are for creative programming to fill our channels; not talking heads or church

services.  Though there is a place for that, WIN TV Board of Directors has elected to have no more than

5% of WIN TV programs to be teaching or talking head programs.  The fundamental elements of WIN TV

are documentaries, talk shows with onsite segments to clarify discussions with real, on the scene video,

as well as drama or comedy episodics and series, animation, music concerts, exposés, mini-series and

full-length features.

Each channel that joins WIN TV is required to adhere to both a technical and a content standard.  These

standards are included in your contracts.  Channel Owners benefit in a number of ways when joining

WIN TV.  Benefits include:

● Independent server networks that protect channels against big tech and cancel culture

● Coaching and training Channel Owners for channel development

● Access to all channel analytics

● Promotion of your channel as part of WIN TV’s lineup of programming

● Instant distribution of channel content throughout all your available platforms

● Potential opportunities to co-produce content with WIN TV

● Support for the growth of your channel audience

● Ability to manage your channel with the ease of drag and drop technology

Channel Owners are responsible for populating your own channel lineup with qualified content, setting

up promotions for your shows, contracting with studios, producers, and creators directly.  You will

determine how you bring in programs and the fiscal responsibility of those programs and how you



receive income.  WIN TV reserves the right to review any and all shows before they are included in your

lineup for final approval.

ADVERTISING REVENUE

As a channel owner,  you have a 60 second commercial break between each 30 minute segment.  All

commercials must take place after the content has ended or within a scene transition.  This is important

in the production timing of the programs.

The following advertising tools are acceptable during programs; bugs, picture in picture, split screens and

QR codes for up to 10 seconds for sponsors and advertisers.

PRICING

The price of a channel is $5,000 for the one-time set-up fee and $500 per month thereafter.  However,

during our initial start-up, the price is $3,000 set-up fee and $350 per month hosting fee or $300 a

month when a year is paid in advance at $3,600.  Your channel will be grandfathered in with a

guaranteed 3 year contract and the ability to renew up to 5 years at the same rate.  WIN TV is offering

this package during the initial start-up phase only.

INCOME FOR CHANNEL OWNERS

Each channel owner will be given the opportunity to share revenue.  There are three different revenue

share mechanisms:

Promote Paid Memberships

A channel will receive a quarterly check for fifty cents for every member signed up from your own

channel promotions; not WIN TV’s promotion.  Your channel code will differentiate the signups. For

example, when you sign up 10,000 members in a quarter, you would receive $5,000.

Direct Advertising Sales

Channel Owners will share revenue with WIN TV in two ways:

● 20% from direct advertising sales by the channel owner and

● 20% of a channel owner’s net after you share with your content producers

As an example, a program sells a $1,000 advertising bug during a show.  If the channel has made an

arrangement to receive 20% of the program's advertising revenue, then the channel would see $200 for

that advertising revenue.  Then, the channel would share 20% of that $200 with WIN TV which would be

$40.

Donor Promotions

WIN TV has a Donor Advisory Fund (DAF) through a foundation, as our DAF receives donations, the

governing board of WIN TV decides where those funds are allocated.  The objective of WIN TV is to assist

channels and productions in your success.  Therefore, channels that promote the DAF to donors will

receive more support from WIN TV.   The amount of support for a channel or program is variable and at

the discretion of the Board of WIN TV according to content priorities.  However, the more donations the



channel generates by your own promotions, the more production assistance WIN TV will have to allocate

to programs.

INCOME FOR CONTENT PRODUCERS

WIN TV offers content producers the ability to increase promotions of individual programs through a

third-party app.  An advertising bug with a QR code on screen (which can be switched off and on during

a program) can be placed on each program.  Each program app will have a variety of capabilities

including; chat rooms, events, show notes, photos, special trailers, and behind the scenes footage, as

well as off-channel advertising.  The cost for this coordinated app is $1,000 to build out the app, plus $40

per month hosting fee.   Content  producers will have access to analytics from the fans as they opt into

the app.   The Channel Owners and WIN TV will have access to the analytics as well.  This  will help WIN

TV assist the Channel Owners in targeting promotions for each channel.

RESERVED RIGHTS

WIN TV encourages collaboration and cooperation. WIN TV may offer to partner with some shows

according to our content priorities.  WIN TV reserves the right to cancel any show if it strays from the

content and/or technical standards.  WIN TV also reserves the right to negotiate an acquisition of a show

that fails for any reason.  This does not include a voluntary exit from your channel by a program producer

or production company.

WIN TV Network Identification will take 5 seconds at the top of each hour of live streaming.   WIN TV

reserves the right to fill any empty time with WIN TV and station promotions, including but not limited to

WIN TV membership drives.

Channel Owners retain all rights to your own content. We do not require exclusivity with WIN TV.  Just as

NBC can be found on ROKU, ATT TV, Hulu, Peacock, and other streaming networks, Channel Owners may

also use other avenues of distribution to deliver your content.


